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The Frog and Toad Coloring Book
Presents games and other activities from different countries and cultures that teach a variety of basic mathematical
concepts.

Frog and Toad All Year
These vocabulary activities for Frog and Toad Together incorporate key skills from the Common Core. The activities
integrate vocabulary with a study of the text. Includes text-dependent questions, definitions, and text-based sentences.

The Frogs and Toads All Sang
Hands-on activities and insightful historical information reveal the fascinating life of Theodore Roosevelt, America's 26th
president, who was also well known as a writer, a ranchman, a politician, a solider, an explorer, and a family man.
Combining a rich biography, including information about his childhood, with relevant and engaging projects, this book offers
a glimpse at Roosevelt's work and times--how a sickly, undersized boy grew into a physically fit, energetic, and courageous
man; how his wealth did not shield him from human tragedy; how as a leader of a young, vigorous nation, he steered a
middle course between big business and working-class needs; and how his love of nature led him to protect millions of
acres for posterity. Readers will create a Native American toy, explore the effects of erosion, go on a modern big-game hunt
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with a camera, and make felted teddy bears. The text includes a time line, online resources, and a reading list for further
study--making this the ultimate reference on a great American president.

Leonardo da Vinci for Kids
Best known for his general theory of relativity and the famous equation linking mass and energy, E = mc, Albert Einstein
had a lasting impact on the world of science, the extent of which is illuminated--along with his fascinating life and unique
personality--in this lively history. In addition to learning all about Einstein's important contributions to science, from proving
the existence and size of atoms and launching the field of quantum mechanics to creating models of the universe that led
to the discovery of black holes and the big bang theory, young physicists will participate in activities and thought
experiments to bring his theories and ideas to life. Such activities include using dominoes to model a nuclear chain reaction,
replicating the expanding universe in a microwave oven, creating blue skies and red sunsets in a soda bottle, and
calculating the speed of light using a melted chocolate bar. Suggestions for further study, a time line, and sidebars on the
work of other physicists of the day make this an incredibly accessible resource for inquisitive children.

Frog and Toad Together Language Learning Activities
Includes the following features: sample lesson plans, pre-reading activities, biographical sketch and picture of the author,
book summary, vocabulary lists and vocabulary activity ideas, quizzes, hands-on projects, cooperative learning activities,
cross-curricular activities, post-reading activities, book report ideas, research ideas,

Zoology for Kids
From cobras and copperheads to pythons and boas, all types of snakes are covered in this book of 40 science experiments,
art projects, and games that help budding herpetologists gain a greater appreciation for these slithering reptiles. Activities
include making foldable fangs to learn how snakes' teeth and jaws work together; simulating cytotoxic snake venom while
making a tasty snack using an everyday enzyme found in pineapple; and mimicking the sound a rattlesnake makes using a
rubber band, a paper clip, and an envelope. Engaging, simple, and safe experiments teach kids about the biology of snakes,
such as how they use their tongues and nostrils to detect smells, how they are cold-blooded and sensitive to subtle changes
in temperature, and how they can detect the slightest vibrations or tremors. Kids do not need a snake for any of the
activities and will delight in all the strange snake facts and gross-out projects such as Snake Stink—where they create their
own signature stink and test how well it repels potential predators. Did you know•Snakes do not need to be coiled to strike;
they can strike from any position, even underwater!•Cobras and coachwhips are two of the few snakes that can move in a
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straight line forward while keeping their upper body raised off the ground•Snake venom can actually help humans too:
blood pressure medicine was developed from the venom of a Brazilian pit viper, and over 60 other treatments have been
created from snake venoms

Frog and Toad Together Studying the Story Elements
Illustrates the well-known American folk song about the courtship and marriage of the frog and the mouse.

Show Time!
An activity guide teaches kids about the history of this organic art and offers inspiration for them to create their own
masterpieces with the help of the twenty-one activities enclosed. Original.

America's Black Founders
Here are 31 favorite pictures from Frog and Toad stories. Now children can color this favorite pair of friends flying a kite,
eating cookies, and planting a garden. Each picture is complemented by a short caption about Frog and Toad.

Isaac Newton and Physics for Kids
"Christina Moore uses her talent for storytelling to create a more narrative-like tale.An attractive offering for listening
centers and for young children interested in nature and science." -School Library Journal

Albert Einstein and Relativity for Kids
“Packed with facts and photos, Zoology for Kids is a vibrant introduction to zoology that also provides inspiration for career
options and activities to help children further explore and apply what they have learned.” —Liesl Pimentel, manager of
education and formal programs, Phoenix Zoo Zoology for Kids invites young animal lovers to discover the animal kingdom
through clear, entertaining information and anecdotes and hands-on activities. Part 1 introduces the science of zoology,
discussing animals’ forms, functions, and behaviors as well as the history behind zoos and aquariums. Kids bake edible
animal cells, play a dolphin-echolocation game, and design an exhibit. Part 2 offers an insider’s look at how zoologists apply
their knowledge every day. Kids peek into the world of zookeepers and aquarists, veterinarians, wildlife researchers, and
conservationists. They “train” their friends, mold a tiger’s jawbone, and perform field research in their own backyard.
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Animal enthusiasts come away with new knowledge, a healthy respect for the animal kingdom, and the idea that they can
pursue animal-related careers and make a difference to preserve and protect the natural world. Josh Hestermann is a
marine-mammal keeper and trainer at the Brookfield Zoo in Illinois. Bethanie Hestermann is a freelance writer and
contributing writer and editor at large at Connected World magazine. They live in Brookfield, Illinois. Martin and Chris Kratt,
the Kratt Brothers, are the creators and cohosts of the PBS Kids series Wild Kratts, Kratts Creatures, and Zoboomafoo.

The Hidden Life of a Toad
These activities for Frog and Toad Together by practice key language convention skills. The activities integrate literature
with learning about grammar, word choice, and sentence structure. Learning can be fun when it's connected to literature.

George Washington for Kids
Introduces the concepts of music, dance, and acting, suggesting how to create a musical production through games and
role-playing and describing all aspects of a show from auditions to curtain call.

Amazing Amphibians
The beloved classic about friendship—a Newbery Honor Book! Frog and Toad are best friends—they do everything together.
When Toad admires the flowers in Frog's garden, Frog gives him seeds to grow a garden of his own. When Toad bakes
cookies, Frog helps him eat them. And when both Frog and Toad are scared, they are brave together. School Library Journal
called this story collection from Arnold Lobel "a masterpiece of child-styled humor and sensitivity." Winner of the Newbery
Honor award, Frog and Toad Together is a Level Two I Can Read book, geared for kids who read on their own but still need a
little help. Whether shared at home or in a classroom, the engaging stories, longer sentences, and language play of Level
Two books are proven to help kids take their next steps toward reading success. The classic Frog and Toad stories by Arnold
Lobel have won numerous awards and honors, including a Newbery Honor, a Caldecott Honor, ALA Notable Children’s Book,
Fanfare Honor List (Horn Book), School Library Journal Best Children’s Book, and Library of Congress Children’s Book.

Frogs and Toads and Tadpoles, Too
The Far East comes alive in this activity book centered on Marco Polo’s journey to China from Venice along the 13th-century
Silk Road. Kids will join Marco as he travels by caravan through vast deserts and over steep mountain ranges, stopping in
exotic cities and humble villages, until at last he arrives at the palace of the Kublai Khan. Woven throughout the tale are 21
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activities that highlight the diverse cultures Marco encountered along the way. Activities include making a mythical map,
creating a mosaic, fun with Feng Shui, making paper, and putting on a wayang-kulit (shadow-puppet play). Just for fun, kids
will learn a few words of Turkish, Persian, Mongol, Hindi, and Chinese. A complete resource section with magnificent
museums and their Web sites invites kids to embark on their own expedition of discovery.

Days with Frog and Toad
The marriage of art and science is celebrated in this beautifully illustrated four-color biography and activity book. Kids will
begin to understand the important discoveries that da Vinci made through inspiring activities like determining the launch
angle of a catapult, sketching birds and other animals, creating a map, learning to look at a painting, and much more.
Includes a glossary, bibliography, listing of pertinent museums and Web sites, a timeline, and many interesting sidebars.

Salvador Dalí and the Surrealists
The hit book about a willful young frog with a serious identity crisis and his heard-it-all-before father is now available in
paperback! Perfect for fans of Mo Willems's Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus! and Jon Klassen's I Want My Hat Back! Frog
wants to be anything but a slimy, wet frog. A cat, perhaps. Or a rabbit. An owl? But when a hungry wolf arrives--a wolf who
HATES eating frogs--our hero decides that being himself isn't so bad after all. In this very silly story with a sly message, told
in hilarious dialogue between a feisty young frog and his heard-it-all-before father, young readers will identify with little
Frog's desire to be something different, while laughing along at his stubborn yet endearing schemes to prove himself right.
And look for the hilarious sequels--I Don't Want to Be Big, There's Nothing to Do!, and I Don't Want to Go to Sleep. ★ "Firsttime author Petty's dialogue between a frog father and his son makes its point about accepting one's nature with a big grin.
. . . The story might create similar gratitude in the minds of readers--or it might just make them giggle."--Publishers Weekly,
STARRED REVIEW "A lively look at self-acceptance."--Kirkus "This amusing story ends with a laugh and a much more
content frog."--School Library Journal "Silliness and deadpan humor combine into a hopping good story of being happy with
who you are."--Booklist "A paean to self-acceptance wrapped in snappy dialogue and illustrated with richly colored comic
paintings."--Wall Street Journal "Petty and Boldt provide just enough predictability to hook youngest readers, then deliver a
delightful twist or two to create surprise and satisfaction--for both the green hero and the many fans he'll make with this
book."--Shelf Awareness "This lighthearted exploration of identity will delight as a readaloud."--The Bulletin of the Center for
Children's Books

The Great Depression for Kids
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Children will find artistic inspiration as they learn about iconic artists Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera in these imaginative and
colorful activities. The art and ideas of Kahlo and Rivera are explored through projects that include painting a self-portrait
Kahlo-style, creating a mural with a social message like Rivera, making a Day of the Dead ofrenda, and crafting an Olmec
head carving. Vibrant illustrations throughout the book include Rivera's murals and paintings, Kahlo's dreamscapes and selfportraits, pre-Columbian art and Mexican folk art, as well as many photographs of the two artists. Children will learn that art
is more than just pretty pictures; it can be a way to express the artist's innermost feelings, a source of everyday joy and
fun, an outlet for political ideas, and an expression of hope for a better world. Sidebars will introduce children to other
Mexican artists and other notable female artists. A time line, listings of art museums and places where Kahlo and Rivera's
art can be viewed, and a list of relevant websites complete this cross-cultural art experience.

Frog and Toad: A Little Book of Big Thoughts
Provides information on how to be funny, including ideas about comedic styles and routines, how to use props, developing a
distinctive character, using music, improvisational techniques, as well as the history of comedy and some well-known
people in the field.

Theodore Roosevelt for Kids
Words to Live By! Beloved quotes from Frog and Toad are gathered together in this beautiful keepsake book on friendship
and life. This digital picture book contains timeless quotes from the inimitable, inseparable pair, together with classic
illustrations selected from the original four stories. This lovely volume is perfect at graduation, for birthdays, or just
because. Celebrate fifty years of Frog & Toad!

I Don't Want to Be a Frog
George Washington comes alive in this fascinating activity book that introduces the leader to whom citizens turned again
and again--to lead them through eight long years of war, to guide them as they wrote a new Constitution, and to act as the
new nation's first executive leader. Children will learn how, shortly after his death in 1799, people began transforming
George Washington from a man into a myth. But Washington was a complex individual who, like everyone, had hopes and
fears, successes and failures. In his early 20s, for instance, Washington's actions helped plunge Great Britain and France
into war. He later fought for liberty and independence, yet owned slaves himself (eventually freeing them in his will). This
book weaves a rich tapestry of Washington's life, allowing kids to connect with his story in 21 hands-on projects based on
his experiences and the times in which he lived. Children will learn how to tie a cravat, write with a quill pen, follow animal
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tracks, sew a lady's cap, plant a garden, roll a beeswax candle, play a game of Quoits, and make a replica of Washington's
commander-in-chief flag.The text includes a time line, glossary, websites, travel resources, and a reading list for further
study

Frog and Toad Together Vocabulary Activities
Examines the lives and creative work of the surrealist artist Salvador Dalí and other artists and friends who shared his new
ways of exploring art. Features art activities that engage the subconscious thoughts and spontaneity of the reader.

Frogs and Toads
History explodes in this activity guide spanning the turmoil preceding secession, the first shots fired at Fort Sumter, the
fierce battles on land and sea, and finally the Confederate surrender at Appomattox. Making butternut dye for a Rebel
uniform, learning drills and signals with flags, decoding wigwag, baking hardtack, reenacting battles, and making a
medicine kit bring this pivotal period in our nation's history to life. Fascinating sidebars tell of slaves escaping on the
Underground Railroad, the adventures of nine-year-old drummer boy Johnny Clem, animal mascots who traveled with the
troops, and friendships between enemies. The resource section includes short biographies of important figures from both
sides of the war, listings of Civil War sites across the country, pertinent websites, glossary, and an index.

Frog and the Birdsong
These post-reading activities for Frog and Toad Together allow students to share their understanding of characters, plots,
and settings of the stories in the book. They have opportunities to write, draw, and perform based on what they've learned.

The Civil War for Kids
Like everything in the Lone Star State, the history of Texas is larger than life. The flags of six different nations have flown
over the state, which had a rich Native American heritage long before European explorers such as Cabeza de Vaca,
Coronado, and La Salle ever arrived. The state was even its own republic, achieving independence from Mexico in 1836, yet
joined the United States in 1845. Author Karen Bush Gibson tells the 500-year saga of this unique state, from the founding
of the Spanish Missions to the victory at San Jacinto, from the Civil War to the first oil gusher at Spindletop, from the Great
Storm that destroyed Galveston to the establishment of NASA's Mission Control in Houston. Texas History for Kids also
includes 21 informative and fun activities to help readers better understand the state's culture, politics, and geography.
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Kids will recreate one of the six flags to fly over Texas, make castings of local wildlife tracks, design a ranch's branding iron,
celebrate Juneteenth by reciting General Order Number 3, build a miniature Battle of Flowers float, and more. This valuable
resource also includes a time line of significant events, a list of historic sites to visit or explore online, and Web resources
for further study. Karen Bush Gibson is the author of Women in Space, Women Aviators, Native American History for Kids,
and three dozen other books for young readers. She lives in Norman, Oklahoma.

Mouse Soup
A collection of recipes for various kinds of breads arranged in a timeline format that charts the history of this staple food
from the earliest civilization to the present day. Includes instructions for related activities.

Texas History for Kids
One autumn day Frog discovers a blackbird lying motionless in the grass. Worried, he asks his friends what can be the
matter. Very gently and simply, then animals begin to understand the meaning of death and the beauty of life in this
moving story.

Awesome Snake Science!
From Caldecott Medalist Arnold Lobel (1933-1987) comes a brand-new collection of rhyming stories about frogs and toads.
Discovered by his daughter, Adrianne Lobel, The Frogs and Toads All Sang has the same warmth, compassion, and humor
that is found in his best-loved work. Brimming with sweet silliness, this new book reminds us why Arnold Lobel's characters
continue to be so popular years after debut.

Frog Went A-courtin'
Amazing Amphibians explores the major amphibian groups--frogs, salamanders, and caecilians--including their anatomy,
behavior, and conservation needs. Young nature enthusiasts will learn about slime, venom, hibernation, and much more in
this full-color overview of amphibian life history. Amazing Amphibians highlights a number of high-interest species through
thirty fun, hands-on activities. Readers will learn about various characteristics of amphibians, like egg-laying,
metamorphosis, and ectothermy, along with facts about their diet, habitat, behaviors, and more. This useful resource
includes a glossary of scientific terms, a guide to understanding amphibian orders, and a teacher's guide to initiate
classroom discussion.
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A Guide for Using Frog and Toad Are Friends in the Classroom
American history before and after the Wall Street Crash of 1929 Providing a balanced, realistic picture of a time rife with
hardships, The Great Depression for Kids brings the era and key concepts to life. Kids learn about the harsh realities that
most Americans could not escape, such as massive unemployment, natural disasters, and economic collapse. They also
learn that the 1930s were a time when neighbors helped neighbors; sports figures behaved admirably; and an army of
young men rebuilt the nation's forests, roads, and parks. Librarians delivered books on horseback, a curly-haired child star
charmed moviegoers to "stand up and cheer" in the darkest of days, and a little African American girl became the first of
her race to participate in the National Spelling Bee. Beginning with an in-depth look at the 1920s, the book builds readers'
background knowledge to help set the stage for the decline of the economy over the next decade. Twenty-one
crosscurricular activities help kids learn how to research, buy, and sell stocks; use scientific methods to conduct a survey,
re-create Depression glassware; and much more.

Marco Polo for Kids
Featuring 21 hands-on projects that explore the scientific concepts Isaac Newton developed, this illuminating guide paints a
rich portrait of the brilliant and complex man and provides young readers with a hands-on understanding of astronomy,
physics, and mathematics. The activity-packed resource allows children to experiment with swinging pendulums, build a
simple waterwheel, create a 17th-century plague mask, track the phases of the moon, bake an "apple pye in a coffin," and
test Newton's three laws of motion using coins, a skateboard, and a model boat they construct themselves. A time line,
excerpts from Newton's own writings, online resources, and a reading list for further exploration ensure that kids will
gravitate to this unique activity book.

Frog and Toad Are Friends
Another sweet bedtime story about Mouse, from Arnold Lobel, the beloved author and illustrator of the Newbery Honor and
Caldecott Honor award-winning Frog and Toad books. Weasel is ready for his dinner, and poor Mouse is it. Can Mouse stop
Weasel from serving up mouse soup for supper? The clever mouse tells the weasel four stories to make the soup
tasty—then manages to trick the weasel and get home safely. Arnold Lobel's Mouse Soup is a Level Two I Can Read book,
geared for kids who read on their own but still need a little help. Whether shared at home or in a classroom, the engaging
stories, longer sentences, and language play of Level Two books are proven to help kids take their next steps toward
reading success.
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Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera
Celebrates the lesser-known lives and contributions of early African-American men and women, in a volume that features
such complementary activities as recipes for colonial foods and advice for petitioning the government. Original.

Funny Bones
Celebrate the power of friendship in these five adventurous stories starring Frog and Toad—a Caldecott Honor Book! From
writing letters to going swimming, telling stories to finding lost buttons, Frog and Toad are always there for each other—just
as best friends should be. Frog and Toad Are Friends is a Level Two I Can Read book, geared for kids who read on their own
but still need a little help. Whether shared at home or in a classroom, the engaging stories, longer sentences, and language
play of Level Two books are proven to help kids take their next steps toward reading success. The classic Frog and Toad
stories by Arnold Lobel have won numerous awards and honors, including a Newbery Honor (Frog and Toad Together), a
Caldecott Honor (Frog and Toad are Friends), ALA Notable Children’s Book, Fanfare Honor List (The Horn Book), School
Library Journal Best Children’s Book, and Library of Congress Children’s Book.

Frog and Toad Together
"Introduces the reader to frogs and toads."--

American Folk Art for Kids
Explains basic likenesses and differences between frogs and toads.

More Math Games and Activities from Around the World
Friends all year. In winter, spring, summer, and fall, Frog and Toad are always together. Here is a wise and wonderful story
for each seasonof the year-and one for Christmas, too.

Frog and Toad Together Post-Reading Activities
In jaw-dropping photos, Doug Wechsler captures the life cycle of the American toad from egg to tadpole to adult. To get
these images, Wechsler sat in a pond wearing waders, went out night after night in search of toads, and cut his own glass
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to make a home aquarium. The resulting photos reveal metamorphosis in extreme close-up as readers have never seen it
before. Budding naturalists will be transfixed by this unprecedented peek into the secrets of tadpole transformation.
Demystifying

Frogs
Frog and Toad enjoy spending their days together. They fly kites, celebrate Toad's birthday, and share the shivers when
Frog tells a scary story. Most of all, they have fun together—every day of the year. Days with Frog and Toad is a Level Two I
Can Read book, geared for kids who read on their own but still need a little help. Whether shared at home or in a classroom,
the engaging stories, longer sentences, and language play of Level Two books are proven to help kids take their next steps
toward reading success. The classic Frog and Toad stories by Arnold Lobel have won numerous awards and honors,
including a Newbery Honor (Frog and Toad Together), a Caldecott Honor (Frog and Toad Are Friends), ALA Notable
Children’s Book, Fanfare Honor List (The Horn Book), School Library Journal Best Children’s Book, and Library of Congress
Children’s Book.

Loaves of Fun
Students will enjoy studying the story elements of Frog and Toad Together by Arnold Lobel. Through these engaging
activities, students create products to share their understanding of characters, plots, and settings of the short stories in the
book.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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